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Abstract: The spatial moving average (SMA) is a very natural type of spatial process that involves integrals
or sums of independent and identically distributed random variables. Consequently, the mean and
covariance function of the SMAs can be written down immediately in terms of their integrand or
summand. Moreover, simulation from them is straightforward, and it does not require any large-matrix
inversions. Although the SMAs generate a large class of spatial covariance functions, can we �nd easy-to-
use SMAs, calibrated to be ‘like’ some of the usual covariance functions used in geostatistics? For example,
is there an SMA that is straightforward to simulate from, whose covariance function is like the spherical
covariance function? This article will derive such an SMA.
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1 Introduction

Spatial moving average (SMA) models are formed by using a moving average function
(or kernel) integrated against a process of independent increments. If the spatial index is
not continuous but takes on an at-most-countable number of possible spatial locations,
a discrete version of the SMA is de�ned by summing the kernel against independent
random variables. In this paper, we shall consider the properties of the continuous SMA
and give a discrete SMA (from which one can easily simulate) that approximates the
continuous one.

There has been considerable recent methodological development of the SMA, notably
by Barry and Ver Hoef (1996), Higdon (1998), Ver Hoef and Barry (1998), Ickstadt
and Wolpert (1998), Higdon et al. (1999), Fuentes (2002), and Higdon (2001). Let
D » R

d be a d-dimensional spatial domain and suppose that W …¢† is a spatial process of
independent increments de�ned on R

d. For the purposes of this paper, we shall assume
that W …¢† is d-dimensional Brownian motion such that var…W …u ‡ h† ¡ W …u†† ˆ khk;
h 2 R

d (e.g., Levy, 1954, p. 71). Then a Gaussian SMA Z…¢† is de�ned as,

Z…s† ˆ
…

k…s; u†W …du†; s 2 D; …1:1†
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where k…¢; ¢† is a kernel function such that „ k2…s; u†du < M < 1, for all s 2 D.
The integral in (1.1) is de�ned in a manner following Lindstrøm (1993).

A discrete version of (1.1) is based on fE…ui†: i ˆ 1; 2; . . .g, a sequence of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gau(0, 1) random variables. Then a Gaussian SMA
Z…¢† is de�ned as,

Z…s† ˆ
X

i ¶ 1

k…s; ui†E…ui†t; s 2 D; …1:2†

where t > 0 and k…¢; ¢† is a kernel function such that P
i ¶ 1 k2…s; ui† < M < 1, for all

s 2 D. For the purpose of simulation of an SMA, it is easier to use expression (1.2).
We shall show in Section 2 and Section 4 that a judicious choice of fuig and t de�nes
a discrete SMA (1.2) that is ‘close to’ the continuous SMA (1.1). Thus, up to
this approximation, we may consider (1.1) and (1.2) as equivalent expressions for
the SMA.

As de�ned, Z…¢† has zero mean. Its covariance is easily seen to be,

CSMA…s; t† ² cov…Z…s†; Z…t†† ˆ
…

k…s; u†k…t; u†du; s; t 2 R
d
; …1:3†

or

CSMA…s; t† ² cov…Z…s†; Z…t†† ˆ
X

i ¶ 1

k…s; ui†k…t; ui†t2
; s; t 2 R

d
; …1:4†

The problem posed in this paper is to �nd Gaussian SMA processes that are calibrated
to Gaussian processes with given stationary covariance functions (e.g., the spherical
covariance function). In one sense, the answer is straightforward, through use of
Bochner’s theorem. Matérn (1986, Sections 3.2 and 3.3) presents this idea, although
based on the d-dimensional Poisson process rather than d-dimensional Brownian
motion. Now, any stationary covariance function C…¢† has spectral representation,

C…h† ˆ
…1

¡1
¢ ¢ ¢

…1

¡1
eiw 0hF…dw †;

where F is a positive bounded symmetric measure on R
d. Consider the stochastic

process,

Z…s† ²
…1

¡1
¢ ¢ ¢

…1

¡1
eiw 0sV…dw †; …1:5†

where V…¢† is a complex-valued stochastic process with zero mean, independent
increments, and E…jV…dw †j2† ˆ F…dw †. Then Z…¢† has covariance function,

E…Z…s ‡ h† ¢ Z…s†¤† ˆ C…h†;
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where b¤ is notation for the complex conjugate of any complex number b. Thus, (1.5) is
an SMA representation of a process with covariance function C…¢†. But, in practice, use
of (1.5) requires knowledge of F…¢†, and F…¢† is obtained by Fourier inversion of C…¢†, for
which there is usually no closed-form expression.

In this article, our strategy is to �nd easy-to-use SMAs that are calibrated to given
covariance functions. In order to illustrate the approach, we choose the spherical
covariance function in R

2 (i.e., where the spatial dimension d ˆ 2) and ask the
following question. Is there a choice of SMA kernel function k…¢; ¢† such that (1.3) is
‘like’ the ubiquitous geostatistical model,

CSPH…s; t† ² s2
SPH 1 ¡ 3

2
ks ¡ tk
RSPH

³ ´
‡ 1

2
ks ¡ tk
RSPH

³ ´3" #
; 0 µ ks ¡ tk µ RSPH;

0; ks ¡ tk > RSPH;

8
><

>: …1:6†

commonly called the spherical (SPH) covariance function? Notice that CSPH is
continuous at t ˆ s; a discontinuous ‘nugget effect’ can be handled separately, as we
shall see in Section 5. Ironically, if we were simulating in R

3 , the spherical covariance
function is obtained easily from an SMA with kernel k…s; u† ˆ I…ks ¡ uk < RSPH=2†, but
in R

2 it no longer results from such a simple SMA. Indeed, choice of this kernel in R
2

yields a covariance function whose derivative at the origin does not match that of the
spherical covariance function with range RSPH. It is this extra requirement, that
derivatives at the origin must match, that distinguishes our results from those of
Matérn (1986) and Higdon (2001). The extension of our approach to other geostatis-
tical covariance functions is discussed in Section 5.

Section 2 shows how the discrete SMA process (1.2) can be made ‘close to’ the
continuous SMA process (1.1). Section 3 de�nes what it means for (1.3) to be ‘like’ (1.6)
and then constructs a calibrating SMA kernel that satis�es these conditions. Section 4
then shows how (1.2) can be used to provide rapid simulations from an SMA process
that has been so calibrated. Section 5 contains discussion and conclusions.

2 Continuous and discrete SMA models

In order that the discrete SMA (1.2) approximates well the continuous SMA (1.1), we
need to choose the discrete locations fuig such that no location is further than D from its
nearest-neighbor location, and D is small. The obvious way to do this is to choose fuig
to be the nodes of a square grid of spacing D. Call this grid G…D†, and hence (1.2)
becomes,

Z…s† ˆ
X

ui2G…D†
k…s; ui†E…ui†t; s 2 D; t > 0; …2:1†

where fE…ui†g are i.i.d. Gau(0, 1).
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The secret to obtaining a good approximation to (1.1) is to allow t to depend on D,
and then let D ! 0. We suppose that t ˆ D; then the covariance for (2.1) is,

CSMA…s; t; D† ˆ
X

ui2G…D†
k…s; ui†k…t; ui†D2

: …2:2†

This is clearly a Riemann sum for which

CSMA…s; t; D†¡!
D!0

…
k…s; u†k…t; u†du; …2:3†

and we can think of the right hand side as CSMA…s; t; 0†. The effect of choosing smaller
and smaller D is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, and is discussed further in Section 5.

Notice that an SMA (1.1) de�ned on a bounded spatial domain D is approximated
by choosing more and more locations in D (of order jDj=D

2 locations, where jDj
denotes the area of D). This type of asymptotics was called in�ll asymptotics by Cressie
(1993, p. 101); it is often the most appropriate when sampling a resource of bounded
extent, although the associated distribution theory can be problematic. In our context,
there is no problem with the distribution theory because all random variables in the
SMA are independent. Of course, this is one of the attractions of working with an SMA
process.

3 Calibrating to the spherical covariance function

Recall the de�nition of the spherical covariance function given by (1.6). Notice that it is
stationary and isotropic, that is,

C0
SPH…khk† ² CSPH…s; s ‡ h†; s; h 2 R

2
:

Notice also that it has �nite range RSPH (C0
SPH…h† ˆ 0, for h ¶ RSPH), and it is

continuous at the origin with right derivative given by

d
dh

C0
SPH…h† jhˆ0‡ˆ ¡

3s2
SPH

2RSPH
: …3:1†

(Here, and in the rest of the paper, it is always understood that derivatives at the origin
are taken from the right.)

This paper features the spherical covariance function, although our approach is quite
general. Clearly, if the SMA kernel k…s; u† can be written as k0…ks ¡ uk†, and k0…u† ˆ 0
if u > RSMA=2, then the associated SMA covariance function can be written as,

C0
SMA…khk† ² CSMA…s; s ‡ h†; s; h 2 R

2
;

and, C0
SMA…h† ˆ 0, if h > RSMA.
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Our goal is to �nd an easy-to-use SMA process whose covariance function is like a
spherical covariance function. A natural way to assess this is to compute a weighted
combination of differences between the two covariance functions at various lags h,
and to minimize it with respect to SMA-kernel parameters. This would be in the same
spirit as Rue and Tjelmeland (2002), who �nd Gaussian Markov random �elds that
are like Gaussian processes with geostatistical covariances. This is in effect what we
do, except we put all the weight on three lags, h ˆ 0, h ˆ d (small), and h ˆ RSPH.
Our rationale is that the basic parameters of a geostatistical model, the nugget effect,
the sill and the range, should be matched (we match the nugget effect separately in
Section 5). And, because certain sample-path properties are determined by the
covariance’s derivative at the origin (e.g., Cressie, 1993, p. 60), this also needs to
be matched. Thus, our basic calibration of an SMA kernel to a geostatistical
covariance function involves matching the sill, the derivative at the origin, and the
range. When the geostatistical covariance function has more complicated behavior
than the spherical (e.g., negative covariances like in the wave model; Cressie, 1993,
p. 62), or we wish to match the spherical at other lags, this basic calibration can
be enhanced; see the discussion in Section 5.

We shall consider the SMA process (1.1) to be calibrated to a Gaussian spatial
process with spherical covariance function (1.6) if we can �nd an SMA kernel k0

such that,

d
dh

C0
SMA…h†

hˆ0‡
ˆ d

dh
C0

SPH…h†
hˆ0‡

; …3:2†

s
2
SMA ˆ s

2
SPH; …3:3†

RSMA ˆ RSPH; …3:4†

where RSMA is the range and s2
SMA ˆ C0

SMA…0† is the stationary variance of the SMA
process.

Now, it is straightforward to show that

C0
SMA…h† ˆ 4

……RSMA¡h†=2

0

… �����������������������
R2

SMA¡…2x‡h†2p
=2

0
k0

������������������������������������
…2x ‡ h†2 ‡ …2y†2

q

2

0

@

1

A

£ k0

������������������������������������
…2x ¡ h†2 ‡ …2y†2

q

2

0

@

1

A dy dx; …3:5†

by looking at the geometry of the two intersecting circles de�ned by the kernels. In
(3.5), we choose …x; y† ˆ …0; 0† to be the midpoint between the centers of the two
intersecting circles. An informal analysis, given below, leads us to:

k0…u† ˆ ¡a=…u ‡ b†; 0 < u µ …RSMA=2†; a 6ˆ 0;
0; u > …RSMA=2†;

»
…3:6†
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in (3.5). The informal analysis is based on the behavior of various functions as R and h
vary. For (3.5) to yield a successful SMA approximation to the spherical covariance
function, k0 has to be chosen so that the �rst derivative of C0

SMA…h† at the origin is
O…R¡1†. Now, notice that

d
dh

……R¡h†=2

0‡

1
x

dx ˆ R¡1
;

and „ x…1=u2†du ˆ …1=x†. Inspection of the integrand of (3.5), therefore, leads us to the
conclusion that k0…u† behaves like 1=u, which in turn leads us to (3.6).

Now, in order to solve (3.2), we take the derivative of the right-hand side of (3.5). By
successive use of Leibnitz’s rule,

d
dy

…b…y†

a…y†
f …z; y†dz

( )
ˆ f …b…y†; y† d

dy
b…y†

³ ´
¡ f …a…y†; y† d

dy
a…y†

³ ´
‡

…b…y†

a…y†

@

@y
f …z; y†dz;

…3:7†

we obtain the sum of two terms:

4a
2

……RSMA¡h†=2

0

… �����������������������
R2

SMA
¡…2x‡h†2p

=2

0

@

@h
2

…
��������������������������������������
‰…2x ‡ h†2 ‡ …2y†2 Š

q
‡ 2b†

2

64

£ 2

…
�������������������������������������
‰…2x ¡ h†2 ‡ …2y†2

q
Š ‡ 2b†

3

75 dy dx;

and

4a2
……RSMA¡h†=2

0

@

@h

�������������������������������������
R2

SMA ¡ …2x ‡ h†2
qµ ¶

£ 2

…RSMA ‡ 2b†…
����������������������������������������������������������������
‰R2

SMA ‡ …2x ¡ h†2 ¡ …2x ‡ h†2 Š
q

‡ 2b†
dx:

Upon letting h ! 0‡, the limit of the �rst term is zero, and the limit of the second
term is

¡4a
2

…RSMA=2

0

x
����������������������������
R2

SMA ¡ …2x†2
q

4

…RSMA ‡ 2b†2 dx ˆ ¡ 4a2RSMA

…RSMA ‡ 2b†2 :
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That is,

d
dh

C0
SMA…h†

hˆ0‡
ˆ ¡ 4a2RSMA

…RSMA ‡ 2b†2 ; …3:8†

which can be used in (3.2).
We now turn to �nding an expression for s2

SMA for use in (3.3). Put h ˆ 0 in (3.5) and
transform into spherical coordinates, as follows:

s
2
SMA ˆ C0

SMA…0† ˆ 4
…RSMA=2

0

… �������������������
R2

SMA
¡…2x†2p

=2

0

¡a
����������������
x2 ‡ y2p ‡ b

Á !2

dy dx

ˆ a
2

…2p

0

…RSMA=2

0

r
…r ‡ b†2 dr df

ˆ 2pa
2 ln

RSMA ‡ 2b
2b

³ ´
¡ RSMA

RSMA ‡ 2b

µ ¶
: …3:9†

So, by substituting (3.1) and (3.8) into (3.2), and (3.9) into (3.3), we obtain three
simultaneous equations with three unknowns, a, b, and RSMA:

¡ 4a2RSMA

…RSMA ‡ 2b†2 ˆ ¡ 3s2
SPH

2RSPH
…3:10†

2pa2 ln
RSMA ‡ 2b

2b

³ ´
¡ RSMA

RSMA ‡ 2b

µ ¶
ˆ s2

SPH …3:11†

RSMA ˆ RSPH: …3:12†

After solving this system of equations for a, b, and RSMA, we shall substitute them into
(3.6), to obtain the calibrating SMA kernel k0…¢†.

From (3.10) and (3.11),

8a2RSPHRSMA

3…RSMA ‡ 2b†2 ˆ s2
SPH ˆ 2pa2 ln

RSMA ‡ 2b
2b

³ ´
¡ RSMA

RSMA ‡ 2b

µ ¶
: …3:13†

From (3.12), we substitute RSPH for RSMA to obtain:

4…RSPH†2

3…RSPH ‡ 2b†2 ˆ p ln
RSPH ‡ 2b

2b

³ ´
¡ RSPH

RSPH ‡ 2b

µ ¶
; …3:14†
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that is, the unknown b is a root of the nonlinear equation,

4…RSPH†2

3…RSPH ‡ 2b†2 ¡ p ln
RSPH ‡ 2b

2b

³ ´
¡ RSPH

RSPH ‡ 2b

µ ¶
ˆ 0; …3:15†

where b 2 …¡1; ¡RSPH=2† [ …0; 1†. Consider the function on the left-hand side of
(3.15). It is easy to see that for b 2 …0; 1†, the function is always negative. However,
for b 2 …¡1; ¡RSPH=2†, the function is negative for b ! ¡1 and positive for
b ! ¡RSPH=2. Thus, a solution for (3.15) is in the interval …¡1; ¡RSPH=2†. Straight-
forward numerical methods such as bisection can be implemented to obtain the root b;
experimentation has shown that a good starting value for iterative root �nding is
around …¡2:3RSPH†. Once b is obtained, it is straightforward to solve for a in (3.10).
An illustration is given in Section 4.

4 Simulations

In Section 3, we have shown how to obtain the calibrating continuous SMA kernel k0

de�ned by (3.6). In this section, we use these results to obtain a discrete SMA process
that will approximate the continuous process, and from which one can simulate
easily.

First, we shall choose the discrete locations fuig to be the nodes of a square grid G…D†
of spacing D. Then, the discrete version of the SMA process can be written as,

Z…s† ˆ
X

ui2G…D†
k0

D
…ks ¡ uik†E…ui†D; s 2 G…D†; …4:1†

where fE…ui†g are i.i.d. Gau(0, 1) and k0
D

has the form,

k
0
D…ks ¡ uik† ˆ

¡ a
ks ¡ uik ‡ b

sSPH�����������������������������������������������������P
ui2G…D†…k0…ks ¡ uik††2

D
2

q ; 0 < ks ¡ uik µ …RSMA=2†;

0; ks ¡ uik > …RSMA=2†;

8
><

>:

…4:2†

with a 6ˆ 0, s 2 G…D†, and k0 given by (3.6). Hence, the covariance function for (4.1) is,

CSMA…h; D† ˆ
X

uk2B…ui†\B…uj†
k

0
D…uk ¡ ui†k0

D…uk ¡ uj†D2
; …4:3†

where B…s† ² fu 2 G…D†: ku ¡ sk µ RSMA=2g; ui; uj 2 G…D†, and kui ¡ ujk ˆ h.
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As D ! 0, ‰
p P

ui2G…D†…k0…ks ¡ uik††2 Š ! sSMA. Since the kernel-parameters a and b
are chosen so that sSPH ˆ sSMA for a continuous SMA process, we see that as D ! 0,

sSPH�����������������������������������������������������P
ui2G…D†…k0…ks ¡ uik††2

D
2

q ! 1;

and thus k0
D
…¢† ! k0…¢†. The role of the second factor in (4.2) is to ensure that for the

discrete SMA process given by (4.1), var…Z…s†† ˆ s2
SPH, exactly, regardless of the value

of D.
For the purpose of illustration, we have chosen to simulate from an SMA process

calibrated to the spherical covariance function with RSPH ˆ 5 and s2
SPH ˆ 4. In order to

�nd the calibrating kernel for the discrete SMA process, we �rst have to solve the three
simultaneous equation, (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12). We obtained the solution, RSMA ˆ 5,
a ˆ 4:493324, and b ˆ ¡11:67196. Figure 1 shows the kernel k0

D
given by (4.2); for

presentation purposes, we have chosen the grid spacing to be D ˆ 0:25.
To see how the grid spacing D affects (4.1) and (4.3), we choose a range of Ds,

speci�cally D ˆ 1; 0:5; 0:25; 0:1. Figures 2(a)–(d) show the covariance function (4.3),
of the discrete SMA process (4.1). A realization from (4.1), for each D, is shown in
Figures 3(a)–(d). In Section 5, we recommend choosing D ˆ RSPH=20.

To show that in practice the calibrated SMA covariances are dif�cult to distinguish
from the spherical covariance function with RSPH ˆ 5 and s2

SPH ˆ 4, we have simulated
1600 calibrated SMA processes on G…D† de�ned by the domain …0; 15Š2 » R

2 with grid
spacing D ˆ 0:25. That is, G(D) has 3,600 nodes.

Figure 1 Kernel k0
D

for the discrete SMA process calibrated to the spherical covariance function with
range RSPH ˆ 5 and sill s2 ˆ 4; D ˆ 0:25
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For each simulation, we computed the usual estimate of the covariance function,

ĈC…h† ˆ 1
jN…h†j

X

N…h†
…Z…ui† ¡ E…Z††…Z…uj† ¡ E…Z††;

where N…h† ˆ f…ui; uj† 2 G…D† £ G…D†: kui ¡ ujk ˆ hg; jN…h†j denotes its cardinality,
and here E…Z† ˆ 0. Shown in Figure 4 are the mean, 97.5th percentile, and 2.5th per-
centile of the 1600 values of ĈC…h†, for h 2 ‰0; 7Š and h ˆ D;

���
2

p
D; 2D; 2

���
2

p
D; . . .

For all values of h shown, the spherical covariance function lies inside the empirical
95% pointwise con�dence interval. Clearly, based on one realization from the
calibrated SMA process, it would be impossible to distinguish it from a realization of
a process with the ‘target’ spherical covariance function, even as D ! 0. Figure 2 shows
that, even without sampling variation, the difference between the two covariance
functions is small. That is, matching the two covariance functions through their
derivative at the origin, their sill, and their range, is a practical way to calibrate a
Gaussian SMA process to a Gaussian process with a given spherical covariance
function.

Figure 2 Covariance function (4.3) of the discrete SMA (crosses) for different grid spacings D. Superimposed
is the ‘target’ spherical covariance function (dashed line) with RSPH ˆ 5 and s2

SPH ˆ 4; (a) D ˆ 1, (b) D ˆ 0:5,
(c) D ˆ 0:25, (d) D ˆ 0:1
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Figure 3 A realization of the discrete SMA (4.1) calibrated to a spherical covariance function with RSPH ˆ 5
and s2

SPH ˆ 4, for different grid spacings D; (a) D ˆ 1, (b) D ˆ 0:5, (c) D ˆ 0:25, (d) D ˆ 0:1

Figure 4 Mean, 97.5th percentile, and 2.5th percentile of estimated covariance for 1600 simulations from the
discrete SMA process (4.1) with D ˆ 0:25. Superimposed is the ‘target’ spherical covariance function
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5 Discussion and conclusions

Thus far, we have calibrated the SMA models to a covariance function that is
continuous at the origin; that is, with zero nugget effect. In geostatistics, covariance
models often have a nugget effect. Let C…¢† be such a covariance model; then its nugget
effect is de�ned as,

c ² C…0† ¡ lim
h!0

C…h†:

Because jC…h†j µ C…0†, then c ¶ 0. For the spherical covariance with nugget effect cSPH,
we see that its covariance is,

C¤
SPH…h† ˆ C0

SPH…0† ‡ cSPHI…h ˆ 0†; h 2 R : …5:1†

The obvious way to simulate such a process is to take the zero-nugget-effect realizations
given in Section 4 and add to each of them i.i.d. realizations from Gau(0, cSPH). Now,
for D ! 0, the resulting SMA process has covariance function C¤

SMA…¢† such that
C¤

SMA…0† ˆ s2
SPH ‡ cSPH ˆ C¤

SPH…0†, the right derivatives at the origin of the continuous
part of the two covariance functions match, and the two ranges match.

Although this article has concentrated on calibrating to the spherical covariance
function, the conclusions are more general. Many covariance functions used in
geostatistics are isotropic, positive, and convex for lags h ¶ 0. Some have �nite
range, and those that do not have an effective range that is usually de�ned as,

R ² arg minfh: 0 µ C0…h†=C0…0† µ 0:05g;

where C…h† ² C0…khk† is an isotropic covariance function in R
d . For example, the

exponential covariance function, C0
EXP…h† ˆ exp…¡h=y†; h > 0, has effective range,

REXP ˆ y…loge 20†. Now,

d
dh

C0
EXP…h†

hˆ0‡
ˆ ¡ 1

y
ˆ ¡ loge 20

REXP
;

that is, the right derivative at h ˆ 0 is inversely proportional to the (effective) range.
This is the essential property that allows the kernel (3.6) to be used for calibration; see
the informal analysis given in Section 3. Thus, it is expected that the methodology
given in this article will apply equally well to other covariance functions that are
positive, convex, and for which the right derivative at the origin is inversely propor-
tional to the range.

Clearly, if the target covariance function has more complicated behavior, such as
negative values or oscillations, our strategy of matching sill, range, and right derivative
at the origin will not be able to capture this behavior. More �exible kernels than those
given by (3.6) will be needed, and we suggest matching covariance functions at lags
given by the points of local maxima and minima of the target covariance function. This
is a topic for future research.
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Going to the trouble of obtaining a calibrated Gaussian SMA has very real
advantages. Simulations are very quick to perform and no matrix inversions are
needed. A simulation of a Gaussian process with spherical covariance function based
on the Cholesky decomposition would require manipulating matrices of size
jG…D†j £ jG…D†j; in Section 4, jG…0:25†j ˆ 3; 600.

Although the SMA process could easily by simulated on G…0:1†, it is clear from
Figures 2 and 3 that RSPH=D ˆ 20 is producing good results. Therefore, we recommend
that a good choice for grid spacing is D ˆ RSPH=20. Finally, another advantage of the
SMA representation (4.1) is that it is easily generalized to simulate from non-Gaussian
processes. The i.i.d. Gaussian fE…ui†g in (4.1) could be replaced with i.i.d. non-Gaussian
random variables (e.g., gamma or beta random variables).
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